Now Covered In Many Wisconsin Counties

What Is Gemini?

Gemini provides parent training and support, backed by internet-based therapeutic videos. Available on-demand 24/7, just press play and your child can watch videos that reinforce outcomes you or your child’s teachers or therapists have identified. From first words to high school social skills, Gemini’s research-based, outcome-driven videos have it covered.

We Want To Help You Save Time.

Gemini understands time is precious, especially for parents who have children with special needs. That is why we sponsor programs like Kids In Motion with ASSEW, where the same few hours can meet multiple needs. Kids can play with friends while parents can relax and socialize—and dinner is taken care of as well. A win all-around. The same concept applies with Gemini.

How Does Gemini Give Me More Time?

Gemini is built to fit into your family’s life. In every child’s day, there are lost minutes: driving to school, sitting in a waiting room, or waiting while lunch or dinner are made. With Gemini’s on-demand videos, you turn these lost minutes into learning—children can often get 30-60 minutes of Gemini learning a day without sacrificing other activities.

Will I See Gains?

Every child is different, but parents who regularly use Gemini report large gains in language*, eye contact, social skills or imaginary play.

How Do I Learn More?

For testimonials from other parents please go to gemini.org/testimonials

To sign up, please call your service coordinator or call us directly at 414.324.6625

* In ongoing in-house research, parents who use Gemini daily have seen gains in receptive language (number of words understood) and expressive language (number of words they can say) that can match or exceed gains made by typically developing children. Research gains measured using Vineland3 at baseline and three-month intervals.